Evaluation of the project meeting (Activity C4)
October 14 – 19 2018, Nocera Umbra, Italy

The results of our evaluation:

• The cooperation between all partners during the meeting worked perfectly
• The communication with the partners in English worked flawlessly
• Innovative forms of presenting CVs and application were regarded as highly interesting. Great potential was seen in new forms like Digital Storytelling. These approaches could bring a crucial advantage regarding job application for all of our students.
• All the participants are going to adopt and to try out forms of digital storytelling or digital application forms respectively
• The accompanying students already started drawing drafts and storyboards during their workshop lessons
• The cultural part of the meeting was commonly rated as excellent and very informative
• REMARK: The intense and rich cultural program was generally regarded as extraordinary
• REMARK: The great commitment of so many of our Italian colleges that cared for all participants was generally highly appreciated